ABSTRACT: Although there is ample literature reporting on the identification of molecular biomarkers for head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, none is currently recommended for routine clinical use. A major reason for this lack of progress is the difficulty in designing studies in head and neck cancer to clearly establish the clinical utility of biomarkers. Consequently, biomarker studies frequently stall at the initial discovery phase. In this article, we focus on biomarkers for use in clinical management, including selection of therapy. Using several contemporary examples, we identify some of the common deficiencies in study design that hinder success in biomarker development for this disease area, and we suggest some potential solutions. The purpose of this article is to provide guidance that can assist investigators to more efficiently move promising biomarkers in head and neck cancer from discovery to clinical practice.
INTRODUCTION
Despite a long list of prognostic and predictive biomarker candidates that can be found in the literature, not one molecular marker has been widely accepted for routine use in managing patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) recognizes human papillomavirus (HPV) and p16INK4A (p16) as prognostic markers for oropharyngeal cancer, whereby tumors positive for HPV infection or p16 overexpression have better prognosis than HPV-negative tumors; and NCCN recognizes the association of Epstein-Barr virus infection with nasopharyngeal cancer. 1 How we should apply HPV or EpsteinBarr virus-positive status in treatment decision-making is under investigation at various institutions, and currently these markers are mostly used in experimental clinical trial settings to determine patient eligibility and to stratify patients as part of trial design.
A review article by Lothaire et al 2 compared the published findings on the most extensively studied molecular biomarkers for HNSCC, including the epidermal growth factor receptor, cyclin D1, Bcl-2 (B-cell lymphoma 2), cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27, vascular endothelial growth factor, and p53; and found that the reported conclusions about their prognostic or predictive value by the different research groups were not always consistent.
More recent studies on the association of biomarker expression with clinical outcomes have reported new results for Bcl-2 3, 4 that seem to contradict the findings in some older articles 5, 6 ; and produced additional reports that contradict each other for epidermal growth factor receptor 7, 8 as well as for p27. 9, 10 A number of factors could contribute to different results being produced by different laboratories, including true clinical variability in the patient cohorts studied and variations in the assay (eg, technological platforms for detection and measurement, sources of reagents, whether the tissue was fresh or fixed, scoring procedures, and cut points). These sources of variability could consequently cause one laboratory to find that the overexpression of a biomarker is associated with certain clinical outcomes and another laboratory to see no such association. Biomarker expression, for example, could be measured in terms of mRNA levels by one laboratory and protein levels by another. The measurement of mRNA expression could be accomplished via the reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction method by one laboratory and by using Affymetrix expression arrays by another. Antibodies from different vendors and even different lots from the same vendor may differ in their specificity and binding affinity to the same protein biomarker, and so on.
Variations in the study design and model development (eg, specimen selection, patient population, clinical endpoints, and analysis methods) could result in differing prognostic and predictive models. The endpoint used to represent clinical outcome in the analysis could have a significant impact on the findings regarding the prognostic or predictive strength of a biomarker. That is, a biomarker associated with better local control rate or disease-free survival may not be prognostic of better overall survival. Use of response rate as an endpoint may not be appropriate if the study is evaluating a predictive biomarker for a cytostatic agent that may not cause tumor shrinkage. For evaluation of the clinical utility of a biomarker, it is first necessary to have an analytically and clinically validated assay. In this article, we do not delve into the technical and analytical validity issues, which have been covered by other publications. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Rather, we discuss in greater detail the common pitfalls related to study design that could produce discrepancies and raise concerns about the clinical validity and utility of the findings.
The basic framework for biomarker development is comprised of the following processes: (1) discovery of initial correlations using retrospective specimens; (2) defining the intended use for the biomarker; (3) performing analytical validation and refining the test to settle on the final form (ie, "locked down" version); (4) clinical validation of the test in appropriate study populations; and (5) performing confirmatory studies that address clinical utility. In the following section, we discuss the common pitfalls related to study design that weaken the validity of findings, and suggest ways to approach biomarker study design so that appropriate interpretations of marker performance and clinical utility can be made. Inherent hurdles to sound biomarker study design because of the complexity of head and neck tumors' genetic and molecular underpinnings and the rarity of HNSCC are also discussed.
Defining clinical utility
There are relatively few markers in oncology that have demonstrated clinical utility, and this is particularly true for head and neck cancer. To establish clinical utility for a biomarker, investigators must show that use of the biomarker in guiding patient care results in an overall benefit to the patient (eg, improved survival and/or quality of life) when weighed against the risks associated with use of the biomarker. The 2 types of markers that are most often considered for potential clinical utility in the care of patients with cancer are predictive and prognostic markers. Predictive markers are those that identify patients who will benefit from a particular therapy (relative to other available therapies). Prognostic markers are those markers that are associated with a clinical outcome in the absence of therapy, or sometimes in the context of standard therapy that all patients are likely to receive. Potential for clinical utility is clear for predictive markers, but it can be a greater challenge to identify prognostic markers that achieve clinical utility rather than the more limited claim of clinical validity. Clinical validity is demonstrated by establishing a suitably strong association between the prognostic marker and a clinical outcome of interest, but this does not guarantee that the marker will be useful for clinical decision-making.
Simply demonstrating that a prognostic marker can distinguish subgroups of patients with different survival outcome is not sufficient to establish its clinical utility. If survival in 2 groups of patients defined on the basis of a marker is different, but survival in both groups is poor and no treatment that will improve survival in either group is available, then the marker does not have clinical utility. For example, if we are dealing with patients with locally advanced oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) with resectable tumor for whom the standard of care is surgery plus radiation therapy (RT) and the goal of the biomarker test is to identify low-risk patients who may safely receive lower dose adjuvant RT, then being able to achieve a good separation is not useful if the low-risk group still has significant risk of poor outcome such that reducing RT cannot be justified. In other words, results can show differences that are statistically significant but may not be clinically significant. Such a marker might be used to stratify patients in a clinical trial to reduce noise and increase statistical efficiency of the trial, but that does not establish clinical utility of the marker for guiding treatment decisions for individual patients. Also, if studies are carried out using archived specimens with incomplete clinical annotation (eg, no information about treatment), then the types of conclusions that can be drawn from such studies are limited. It may be possible to perform discovery studies looking for prognostic markers by examining the associations between markers and clinical outcome, but treatments received may confound those associations.
A situation in which a prognostic marker could have clinical utility is the setting in which a biomarker-defined patient group has such good prognosis in the absence of further therapy that the toxicities of more aggressive treatment are not justified. One example of a prognostic test with clinical utility of this type is the OncotypeDX test (Genomic Health, Redwood City, CA) for women with early-stage, hormone receptor-positive breast cancer. The test is composed of a panel of 21 genes whose expression is used to generate a recurrence score that can identify patients who can forgo adjuvant chemotherapy. An example of a prognostic marker in head and neck cancer with potential for clinical utility by identifying a group of patients with good prognosis who might benefit from less aggressive therapies is the favorable risk marker, HPV or p16, for oropharyngeal cancers. Clinical trials evaluating HPV/p16 for this clinical use are mentioned in greater detail later in this article.
Evaluation of clinical utility requires a systematic approach considering many factors. An important first step is to identify the intended clinical use. The specific clinical context in which the marker could inform and improve treatment decision-making should be clear and discussed in the context of the standard of care or standard practice, not only with respect to the specific therapy administered but also how clinicopathological information is currently used to select among the treatment options available. For example, postoperative RT but not concomitant chemoradiation (CRT) is generally administered as adjuvant therapy to surgery in patients with the following risk features: multiple positive nodes, perivascular or perineural invasion, advanced primary T classification, or nodal involvement at levels IV or V (for oral cavity and oropharyngeal cancers). However, when the risk features include extracapsular nodal extension or positive resection margins, postoperative CRT is recommended over RT because it has been shown that patients with these adverse risk features benefited from the addition of cisplatin as a radiosensitizer to postoperative RT, whereas no survival advantage was observed in patients with multiple involved regional nodes without extracapsular spread. 16 Therefore, investigators must consider and concurrently evaluate the established clinicopathologic factors that have already been rigorously shown to be associated with outcome or with sensitivity to a particular treatment, in order to establish the utility of a new prognostic or predictive molecular marker, respectively. In other words, investigators need to show that the treatment decision guided by use of the marker is different from standard of care and results in an overall positive balance of benefits to risks. Below we elaborate on a minimal set of criteria for approaching molecular marker research with a view toward defining and demonstrating clinical utility (Table 1) .
Identify the intended use and medical need of biomarker test
Identifying whether the marker will be used for determining prognosis, treatment response, risk of recurrence, or risk of toxicity should be the first step. Investigators should describe the area of medical need by explaining how the current approaches or factors that guide clinical decision-making are inadequate, problematic, or controversial. These could involve cases in which there is uncertainty or no uniform recommendation on treatment selection or for the subset of patients who do not benefit from the standard treatment as expected. For example, there is a need for better prognostic markers and assays when the clinicopathologic features currently being used to determine the patient's risk and prognosis are not highly accurate; or there is lack of consensus among clinicians regarding the treatment and management of patient subgroups characterized by certain risk features, which might be resolved by further refinement or stratifications of the subgroups. In order for the test results to be actionable and change practice, alternative treatment options need to be available or developed, should the results from better assays indicate that the standard treatment approaches are not optimal.
Precisely define the target patient population
The intended use that has been identified will dictate which patient population should be selected for the study. Investigators need to define the characteristics of the patient population for which the molecular marker is being developed in sufficient detail, vis-a-vis tumor subsite, stage, and other factors that would make the test relevant for that particular context of medical application. It may not be sufficient to characterize the target population as "advanced stage" patients, for example, if the treatment decisions are going to differ depending on whether the tumors are locally advanced, regionally advanced, or distantly metastatic.
Specimens must represent the tumors that will be sampled in clinical setting Early in the biomarker development process, due consideration needs to be given to the appropriateness of specimens or datasets, particularly convenience samples being used to address the specific clinical questions regarding treatment decision-making. Specimens obtained by biopsy may have different characteristics than surgical excision specimens. It may be tempting to study prognostic markers for locoregionally advanced-stage cancers using surgical specimens from stage I and II disease because those specimens are easier to obtain, but the association of a marker with a clinical outcome of interest or its usefulness for clinical management may differ appreciably depending on stage. Investigators may be tempted to answer prognostic questions about recurrent tumors by studying specimens from primary tumors. This could be problematic because the biomarker levels and the behavior of tumors may not be comparable between recurrent and primary tumors. Prior treatment could affect the biomarker profile and behavior of the recurrent tumor and confound the associations between prognostic markers and clinical outcome. Chemotherapy that was received, for example, could have resulted in the selection of a clonal group whose molecular characteristics may be different from those of a treatment-naive tumor. Feasibility of collecting the necessary specimens also plays a role in determination of clinical utility of a marker test, which is another reason that biomarker studies should be conducted using specimens in the format that will be required to perform the test in routine clinical practice. Also, consideration should be given to choosing the appropriate assay platform that will have robust performance characteristics for the types of samples expected to be available once the test is in clinical use. Restricting the use of specimens to those typical of the target clinical setting as early as possible in the biomarker development process will be most efficient in the evaluation of a test's potential clinical utility.
Data analysis should account and adjust for clinical, pathological, and molecular confounders The biological differences among HNSCCs because of the tumors' genetic and molecular underpinnings, and variable tumor behavior in terms of tumor progression and treatment responsiveness that are observed from tumors at different stages and different anatomic subsites require that investigators remain vigilant to ensure that the interpretation of studies is free of influences from confounding variables. Factors such as primary tumor site, disease stage, and different treatment regimens affect prognosis and could produce differential treatment response. For instance, tumors originating from different sites can exhibit varying behavior that is not predictable by histopathology (eg, the distant metastasis rate is much greater for nasopharyngeal carcinomas than laryngeal or oropharyngeal carcinomas). [17] [18] [19] [20] Resection margin status is also an important prognostic indicator, because incomplete surgical resection of the tumor would increase the chances for disease recurrence. The presence of cervical lymph node metastasis is another powerful indicator of poor prognosis, and it is independent of T classification, as small tumors can be highly metastatic whereas some large tumors are not aggressive.
Investigators also need to be aware of and account for molecular confounders that could alter the expression or function of the biomarker and interfere with our interpretation of a biomarker's prognostic or predictive significance. For example, overexpression of a mutant p53 could downregulate Bcl-2 at both the protein and mRNA levels 21 such that studies looking at Bcl-2 as a potential biomarker may need to account for the p53 status of the tumors. Proper interpretation of what might seem to be a straightforward analysis of a marker's prognostic value can be extremely challenging in light of this complexity.
Although multivariable analyses can be used to adjust for the effects of standard variables, typical biomarker studies are not sufficiently large to reliably detect the presence of interactions between standard factors and the biomarker of interest. An example of marker by subsite interaction is represented by HPV, which is a prognostic marker for oropharyngeal tumors but generally does not exhibit prognostic value in head and neck cancers in other subsites. If a study includes multiple sites, then even if the "subsite" is adjusted for in a multivariate model, the subsites represented in largest proportion could drive the overall estimate of the effect of a marker in the study, unless the model also incorporated a term for the interaction between subsite and marker.
An alternative approach to addressing the diversity in HNSCC biology is to conduct studies in focused subgroups (eg, focused on a single anatomic site), but the rarity of head and neck cancer presents a significant inherent hurdle. Limited numbers of patients available for prospective tissue collection, the difficulty in obtaining tissue samples from some subsites, and the extremely limited numbers of head and neck cancer specimens available from retrospective tissue collections make it extraordinarily challenging to conduct marker studies in focused subgroups of head and neck cancer. The presence of real predictive or prognostic effect may be missed because of random variability of the observed effect and lack of statistical power inherent in small studies. Conducting multiple subgroup analyses within large studies of patients with heterogeneous characteristics also runs the risks of generating false-positive findings because of exploratory analyses and statistical testing in multiple subgroups.
Decisions about which HNSCC subtypes can be meaningfully combined, and under what circumstances, rely heavily on biological and medical rationales that support the assumptions about the behaviors (eg, aggressiveness, treatment responsiveness) of the tumors to justify this approach. If sufficient numbers of comparable independent small studies are available, then use of meta-analysis techniques can also be considered to formally combine results across studies.
Molecular marker test must be more efficient than existing methods
The molecular marker test should be more efficient (eg, more cost-effective, less invasive) or contribute clinically important information beyond that provided by other biomarkers and clinicopathologic factors that are already part of existing treatment guidelines. Clinicians may not find a new marker test to be useful if it provides little added value compared to using clinicopathological risk factors (eg, extracapsular nodal spread, perineural or perivascular invasion, and, for oral cavity and oropharyngeal cancers, nodal involvement at levels IV or V) or other existing diagnostic methods that are already established as a part of standard clinical practice. Studies should adjust for the influences of these confounding variables in order to provide reliable evidence that the marker adds clinically relevant information beyond what is already known from standard clinical and pathologic factors. Markers that are merely correlated with tumor stage or lymph node metastasis are not useful because no additional insight would be provided. Another way to evaluate whether a prognostic marker performs better than established prognostic variables is to first generate a risk score, for example, as could be obtained by Cox regression modeling of the association between the clinicopathological variables and survival. This first step establishes the baseline for comparison with the prognostic markers under investigation. Techniques for comparing the performance of 2 prognostic models include analyzing the change in the concordance index, analyzing the difference in the area under the time-dependent receiver operating characteristic curve between the 2 prognostic models, and analyzing the differences in the positive predictive values and negative predictive values for predicting failure time of the 2 prognostic models. 22 Include specimens from patients that have not received the treatment in question We should include specimens from patients that have not received the treatment in question (ie, control specimens) for studies aimed at distinguishing predictive versus prognostic role of a marker. Although the distinction between prognostic versus predictive markers was explained earlier in the article, it is reiterated here because we have noticed on many occasions that investigators make the error of trying to evaluate putative predictive markers by using study designs that can only assess the prognostic value of a biomarker. When the specimens used in the study are from patients who were all treated with cisplatin, for example, it would be erroneous to conclude that the biomarker can identify patients who are sensitive to cisplatin based on differential outcome in low versus high expressers of the biomarker observed. The biomarker could be a prognostic marker that tells us who will have better outcome regardless of treatment. In order to establish that a biomarker is predictive, investigators need to demonstrate that, relative to a non-cisplatin treatment option, cisplatin provides a clinically meaningful improvement in outcome in the biomarker-positive but does not provide such a benefit in the biomarker-negative subgroup.
Areas of need for molecular markers in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
In this section, we describe a few examples of areas that have been the focus of HNSCC research activities in recent years. We use the first example to go over how the guidelines for study design and clinical utility assessment that have been outlined in the previous sections could be applied. One area of active research is the development of molecular biomarkers that could help predict occult lymph node metastasis for OSCC. [23] [24] [25] This was identified to be an area of need by a number of different research groups because of a potential overuse of elective neck dissections in current clinical practice as a preventive measure against undetected metastatic disease at initial diagnosis. This practice stems from the fact that the status of cervical lymph nodes is considered the most important prognostic factor for OSCC, 26 and current methods to assess risk (eg, techniques for measuring tumor thickness) have problems with respect to accuracy and uniformity in measurement techniques. 27 For example, the recommended tumor thickness cutoff for prescribing elective neck dissection varies greatly in the literature, ranging from 1.5 to 8 mm; and there is also variability in how tumor thickness is measured, with some measuring the entire tumor thickness from the surface, others measuring from a line that approximates the boundary of where the normal mucosa would be to the deepest extent of the tumor, and still others only measuring from the basement membrane to the deepest extent of tumor. 27 Neck dissection carries the risk of serious morbidities, which must be weighed against the risk of poor outcome with an observation approach. The risk of regional nodal involvement at presentation for OSCC ranges from 20% to 45%, 27 although it varies greatly according to the subsite: primaries of the alveolar ridge and hard palate, for example, infrequently involve the neck, but the incidence of occult neck metastasis is 50% to 60% in patients with anterior tongue cancer. 1 Here the investigators need to identify the intended use for their biomarker test. The most appropriate intended use would be to help clinicians identify which patients with oral cancer do not need to have their cervical lymph nodes removed and can be spared the risk of morbidity and cost associated with a neck dissection. The appropriate target population for such a study would be patients who were the clinically node-negative at diagnosis and who have been followed for an adequate period of time to accurately determine who was truly negative versus who had occult disease that later manifested itself clinically. The specimens assessed would have to be those collected at diagnosis, regardless of whether the patients were later determined to have involved lymph nodes at the time of surgery. The development of the prognostic model should account for factors that could confound the results, such as treatment that could eradicate microscopic neck metastases. According to the NCCN guidelines, definitive RT is a treatment option for T1 to 2, N0 disease, in which at least 44 to 64 Gy is given to the neck, and postoperative CRT is recommended for all patients with resected oral cavity cancers that have positive margins. 1 The prognostic model must also perform better in terms of sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value, and positive predictive value than the risk assessment methods currently used in practice. However, it would be challenging to quantitate the performance of established clinicopathologic risk factors associated with occult lymphatic metastasis, such as tumor thickness and depth of invasion, for comparison with the performance of new molecular markers, considering the variable practices by surgeons for measuring these risk factors and including them in their decision-making process. Also, if the specimens are from a convenience sample, not all of the information on which the neck management decision was based might be available from a retrospective specimen set. Some investigators incorporate the clinicopathologic factors along with the molecular markers into the prognostic model that is being developed. Because many in the head and neck community consider up to 20% probability of occult metastasis as an acceptable risk, some investigators set this value as the bar that a biomarker test needs to exceed. This risk level was established by Weiss et al 28 through computer-assisted mathematical modeling of 3 different treatment decisions (neck dissection, RT, and observation) and the outcomes associated with each decision (cure, death, cure with surgery, cure with RT, and cure with salvage), to determine the threshold at which the benefits outweigh the costs to patients of prophylactically treating the N0 neck. However, given that the adverse risks associated with having cervical lymph node metastasis (eg, risk for tumor recurrence, low success of salvage surgery, and death) are much more threatening than the risks associated with neck surgery, it is not certain whether surgeons and patients would be willing to accept a test result that has 20%, or even a 10%, falsenegative rate as good enough for them to forgo elective neck dissection. With the use of selective neck dissection as the preferred elective treatment currently, neck treatment is much less likely to be associated with the detriment to quality of life that could result from radical neck dissection (eg, long-term damage to shoulder function and chronic pain).
The previous example was used to demonstrate how the criteria for productive biomarker study design could be applied, and we now present an example of a biomarker whose performance as a favorable prognostic marker has become established and the need now is to integrate the biomarker testing into prospective studies to produce the level of evidence needed for clinical application. Claims that prognostic markers are clinically useful because they can be used to identify which patients should be monitored more closely for disease recurrence or progression or who could receive less aggressive therapy because their prognosis is good are generic statements that can be ascribed indiscriminately to almost all prognostic markers for all diseases. These claims are meaningful only when clinical utility can be confirmed in the setting of treatment trials or from appropriate prospective-retrospective studies. 29 Although this article has not delved into clinical trial design issues, the final step of biomarker development in which a definitive assessment of clinical utility is made generally involves large phase II or phase III clinical trials. Sometimes convincing findings from phase II studies or large retrospective studies may also be acceptable. Generally, results of a retrospective study would need to be confirmed with corroborating evidence from at least one additional similar study. These prospective studies to confirm the findings from retrospective studies also need to be rigorously defined and executed in terms of selecting the right endpoint, making sure that there is adequate power, randomization as appropriate, and so on, as described by Freidlin et al. 30 Although many studies have shown that patients with HPV-positive oropharyngeal cancer have improved survival when compared to patients with HPV-negative oropharyngeal cancer, [31] [32] [33] NCCN guidelines state that "HPV testing should not change management decisions." 1 The reason for this is that clinical utility and how the information should be used in routine clinical decision-making are still under investigation. The following clinical trials (found in the National Institutes of Health registry of clinical trials: www.clinicaltrials.gov) show the head and neck oncology community's efforts toward defining the clinical utility of HPV testing through a better understanding of the effects of HPV status on responsiveness to various treatment intensities and also the patterns of failure. The University of Michigan Cancer Center is currently recruiting participants for their phase II clinical trial (NCT01663259) of reduced-intensity therapy for locally advanced oropharyngeal cancer in nonsmoking patients who are HPV positive. The "reduced-intensity therapy" under investigation is the replacement of concurrent chemotherapy with cetuximab, and the goal is to see if there will be a reduction in long-term toxicity without an increase in the tumor recurrence rate. Similarly, the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group is conducting a phase III trial (NCT01302834) to see if cetuximab could replace cisplatin in treating patients with p16-positive locally advanced oropharyngeal cancer. The University of North Carolina Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center is currently recruiting participants for its phase II study (NCT01530997) of deintensification of radiation and chemotherapy for HPV-related OSCC. Their standard CRT regimen for OSCC consists of 7 weeks of radiation with high doses of cisplatin. The purpose of this study is to evaluate whether a shorter, less intensive regimen (6 weeks of 54-60 Gy [total doses] of intensity-modulated radiotherapy) with a lower weekly dose of cisplatin (30 mg/m 2 ) could provide a similar complete pathological response rate. There are several other trials examining reduced doses of intensity-modulated radiotherapy as well as different schedules for cisplatin or replacing cisplatin with different drugs or biologics.
DISCUSSION
Although clinical validity of a biomarker involves demonstrating that the test result correlates with a clinical outcome of interest, there is no assurance that the marker will be useful for clinical decision-making. In order to demonstrate clinical utility, investigators need to show that the biomarker test result would be actionable and that the change in patient treatment as directed by the test result would provide a significant improvement in patient survival or quality of life that would outweigh the risks and costs of testing. However, assessment of clinical utility is not possible when hampered by deficiencies early in the development process. These deficiencies might include lack of focus on a specific target patient population (in terms of disease stage, anatomic site, primary or recurrent, for example), use of specimens that are not representative of the correct patient population or target tissue (including the anatomic site and timing of specimen collection), or failure to account for factors that could confound the results. Also, in order for the test results to be actionable and change practice, alternative treatment options need to be available should the results from better predictive or prognostic assays indicate that the standard treatment approaches are not optimal. A test used to direct patient treatment must be performed in a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendment certified laboratory and, if used in a clinical trial, may also need an Investigational Device Exemption from the Centers for Diagnostics and Radiologic Health, U.S. Food and Drug Administration (Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Part 812; http://www. accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/ cfrsearch.cfm? cfrpart5812).
Many biomarker research proposals tend to straddle basic and clinical research pursuits. By focusing on establishing a rigorous experimental approach required for mechanistic studies to elucidate a marker's biological role in tumor aggressiveness or metastatic potential and on finding a correlation between the biomarker with tumor stage, grade, or metastasis, the investigators can demonstrate clinical validity but fall short of addressing the clinical context in which the biomarker could have utility. Scrutiny of these proposals does not proceed very far before flaws are found at the fundamental level of having the appropriate clinical specimens or having an acceptable statistical design, including adequate study sample size. With the current promise of predictive medicine, patients and clinicians are eager to see new predictive and prognostic biomarkers implemented in the clinic. Peer review panels evaluating biomarker research proposals now pay closer attention to the potential clinical utility of biomarker tests as well. Thus, it is important to understand how to develop a robust and useful test that can improve medical practice.
